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(54) METHOD AND DEVICE FOR DATA TRANSMISSION

(57) Disclosed in the present invention is a method
for data transmission. The method comprises the follow-
ing steps: receiving coded bit streams; mapping said cod-
ed bit streams to every spatial stream. A device for im-
plementing stream mapping, a device for implementing
rate matching and a transmitter are also disclosed in the
present invention. With the method and device in the

present invention, compared with the current stream
mapping method, the mapping is more uniform with high-
er gain in high order modulation and multi-streams cir-
cumstance in a closed-loop model. And the system per-
formance of a radio communication system could be fur-
ther improved.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims the priority of CN Application No. 201110130194.3 filed on May 19, 2011 and titled "A
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM", which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.
[0002] This application claims the priority of CN Application No. 201110149746.5 filed on June 03, 2011 and titled
"DATA TRANSMISSION METHOD, STREAM MAPPER AND TRANSMITTER IN A WIRELESS SYSTEM", which is
incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.
[0003] This application claims the priority of CN Application No. 201110189151.2 filed on July 06, 2011 and titled
"METHOD FOR DATA TRANSMISSION, STREAM MAPPER, RATE MATCHER AND TRANSMITTER", which is incor-
porated herein by reference in its entirety.
[0004] This application claims the priority of CN Application No. 201210032518.4 filed on February 14, 2012 and titled
"METHOD AND DEVICE FOR DATA TRANSMISSION", which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0005] The present invention relates to the technical field of wireless communications, and in particular, to a method
and a device for data transmission.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0006] The existing IEEE 802.11n has defined stream mapping applicable to a MIMO system, and a stream mapping
method for multiple streams is considered in the solution of the stream mapping. A stream mapper defined in IEEE
802.11n is used to map succeeding s bits to different space streams in a round-robin mode, where s is defined as s =
max{Nbpsc (si)/2,1}, and a result of the IEEE 802.11n mapping is shown in Fig.1.
[0007] Such a mapping method in the prior art will cause serious performance degradation to a multi-stream beam-
forming system at high-order modulation and a high code rate.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] Therefore, the technical problem to be solved by the present invention is to provide a method for data trans-
mission, an apparatus for stream mapping, an apparatus for rate matching and a transmitter, thereby improving the
performance of a wireless communication system in a closed-loop mode. A brief summary is given below to provide a
basic understanding of some aspects of the embodiments disclosed. This section of summary is not to provide a general
commentary, or to determine the key/important elements or to describe the protection scopes of these embodiments,
but is merely to simply present some concepts, which act as a preamble of the subsequent detailed illustration.
[0009] To solve the above technical problem, the invention provides a method for data transmission, including:

receiving a coded bit stream; and
mapping the coded bit stream to space streams.
In some optional embodiments, the method further includes:
performing a cyclic shift operation on coded bits mapped to each space stream.

[0010] In some optional embodiments, a bit sequence  of each space stream is outputted after performing a cyclic

shift operation on coded bits  mapped to the space stream in each OFDM symbol, wherein,

[0011] si represents a space stream index; l = 0,1,2,···,Nscpsym ·Ncbpsc(si) -1; Nscpsym represents the number of data
subcarriers of each OFDM symbol; Ncbpsc (si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each subcarrier in the
space stream; and Nshift is a cyclic delay factor.

[0012] In some optional embodiments, a bit sequence  of each space stream is output after performing a cyclic
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shift operation on coded bits  mapped to the space stream in each OFDM symbol, wherein,

[0013] si represents a space stream index; l = 0,1,2,···,Nscpsym ·Ncbpsc(si) -1; Nscpsym represents the number of data
subcarriers of each OFDM symbol; Ncbpsc (si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each subcarrier in the
space stream.
[0014] In some optional embodiments, a bit is allocated to the si th space stream according to the following operation:

[0015] wherein, si represents a space stream index, si = 0,1,2 ···Nss -1; c represents the inputted coded bit stream;

 represents a transmitted bit at time l of the si th space stream outputted by the stream mapping; n = 0,1,2···Nss -1 ;

 represents the number of parallel space streams when the i th bit is transmitted from the si th space stream;

l represents bit indexes of the bits  outputted after the stream mapping of the si th space stream, l = 0,1,2...Len_cb(si)-

1; Len_cb(si) represents the number of coded bits allocated to the space stream si, Len_cb(si) =
Nsympss·Nscpsym·Ncbpsc(si); Nsympss represents the number of OFDM symbols of each space stream; Nscpsym represents

the number of subcarriers of each OFDM symbol; Ncbpsc(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each

subcarrier in the space stream; Ncbpss(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each OFDM symbol in the si

th space stream, Ncbpss(si) = Nscpsym·Ncbpsc(si); and non represents nonexistence of a bit.

[0016] In some optional embodiments, the method further includes:

dividing Len_cb(si) bits into Nsympss·Nscpsym allocation periods, wherein, in each allocation period: for EQM modu-

lation,  0≤i,j < Len_cb(si)-1; and for UEQM modulation, a sequence of inputted bits for the stream

mapping are in a period of  and allocated sequentially among all space streams bit by bit;

where, for one allocation period, when Ncbpsc(si) bits are allocated to the si th space stream, the si th space stream
quits subsequent stream mapping stages in the current allocation period; and
in the next bit sequence period, the allocation process of the previous bit sequence period is repeated.

[0017] In some optional embodiments, for the si th space stream, the coded bit stream is mapped to the space streams
according to the following operation:

I represents a set of subscripts of the inputted coded stream; k represents an index order of an inputted coded bit
stream ck before stream mapping;
Ωsi represents a set of bit indexes k of the original coded bit stream corresponding to the bits of the si th space

~

~
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stream after stream mapping, and elements in the set Ωsi are calculated by the following formula:

wherein, l ∈ {0,1,...,Nsympss·Nscpsym·Ncbpsc(si)1-}}; 

[0018] si represents a space stream index, si = 0,1,2···Nss -1; k represents an index order of the inputted coded bit

stream ck before stream mapping; Nss represents the number of parallel space streams;  represents the number

of parallel space streams when the i th bit is transmitted from the si th space stream;  represents the number

of parallel space streams when the j th bit is allocated to the si th space stream in the first allocation period, and at most
Ncbpsc(si) bits can be allocated to each space stream; Ncbpss(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each

OFDM symbol in the si th space stream; Ncbpss(si) = Nscpsym · Ncbpsc (si) ; Ncbpsc(si) represents the number of coded

bits carried by each subcarrier in the si th space stream; Nscpsym represents the number of subcarriers of each OFDM

symbol; and Nsympss represents the number of OFDM symbols of each space stream.

[0019] In some optional embodiments, the algorithm of calculating  is as follows:

the coded bit stream is divided into  allocation periods by taking

the number  of coded bits corresponding to one subcarrier of each OFDM symbol as the allocation

period, bit-by-bit subcarrier allocation is performed in each allocation period successively; the number of parallel
space streams when the j th bit is allocated to the si th space stream in the first allocation period is defined as

 then, the number of parallel space streams  when the i th bit is allocated to the si th space

stream is obtained according to a formula 

wherein, Ncbpss(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each OFDM symbol in the si th space stream,

Ncbpss(si) = Nscpsy·Ncbpsc(si); Ncbpsc(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each subcarrier in the si th

space stream; Ncbpsc(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each subcarrier in the si th space stream;

Nss represents the number of parallel space streams; Nscpsym represents the number of data subcarriers; by taking

~
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the first allocation period as an example, the method for calculating  is as follows:

first of all, an allocation stage number p is calculated according to the overall number of space streams Nss and a
modulation order S of each space stream, wherein the number of space streams and bit occurrences are different
from an allocation stage to another allocation stage, specifically as follows:

 S represents a set of modulation bit numbers of each space stream, S = {Ncbpsc (0),Ncbpsc

(1), Ncbpsc (2),..,Ncbpsc (Nss -1)};

a set A = unique(S) is calculated; wherein, unique represents a set of numbers of different elements contained in
the set S ;
a set B = sort(A) is calculated; wherein, sort represents sorting the elements of the set A from small to large; the
allocation stage number is calculated as P = length(B); each element in the set B represents the minimum modulation
order of a stage for the element correspondingly;
then, the bit occurrence in each allocation stage is calculated, specifically as follows:
the occurrence of the pth stage is calculated as C(p) = B(p) - B(p-1); wherein, when p =0 at the 0th stage, then
B(-1)=0, i.e., C(0)=B(0);

the number of parallel space streams  of each stage is determined in sequence according to the above

allocation stage number P calculated; then, the allocation stage for the jth bit allocated to each stream is determined,
specifically as follows:

first of all, the number of parallel space streams  in the stage p=0 is determined,

then, the bit range of the stage p=0 is calculated as [0,K(0)], wherein, K(0) = C(0) -1, and if j belongs to this range,
it is regarded that j belongs to the 0th stage;

[0047] the number of parallel space streams  of the stage p=1 can be likewise de-

termined;
then, the bit range of the 1st stage is calculated as [K(0)+1,K(1)], wherein, K(1) = K(0) + C(1) ; the bit range of each
subsequent stage is likewise calculated in sequence; in conclusion, the allocation stage for the jth bit is determined
according to a formula p = g(j),
wherein, 

then,  is obtained according to a formula 

[0020] In some optional embodiments, the coded bit stream is mapped to each space stream bit by bit.
[0021] In some optional embodiments, bits with a coding constraint relation in the coded bit stream are mapped to the
space streams.
[0022] In some optional embodiments, the coded bits with a coding constraint relation in the coded bit stream are
sequentially allocated one by one to the bit allocatable space streams.
[0023] In some optional embodiments, the coded bit stream is a convolutional coded bit stream, or an LDPC coded
bit stream.
[0024] In some optional embodiments, the coded bit stream is subjected to rate matching.
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[0025] In some optional embodiments, the coded bit stream is subjected to rate matching based on a convolutional
code of a code rate 5/8.
[0026] In some optional embodiments, a convolutional code of a code rate 1/2 is transformed to be of a code rate 5/8
through puncturing.
[0027] In some optional embodiments, the puncturing is implemented by deleting any location corresponding to an

element 0 and reserving any location corresponding to an element 1 based on or 

[0028] To solve the above technical problem, the invention further provides an apparatus for realizing stream mapping,
including:

a receiving module, configured for receiving a coded bit stream; and
a mapping module, configured for mapping the coded bit stream to space streams.

[0029] In some optional embodiments, the apparatus further includes:

a cyclic shift module, configured for performing a cyclic shift operation on coded bits mapped to each space stream.

[0030] In some optional embodiments, the cyclic shift module outputs a bit sequence  of each space stream after

performing a cyclic shift operation on coded bits  mapped to the space stream in each OFDM symbol, wherein: 

[0031] si represents a space stream index; l = 0,1,2,···,Nscpsym ·Ncbpsc(si) -1; Nscpsym represents the number of data
subcarriers of each OFDM symbol; Ncbpsc (si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each subcarrier in the si
th space stream; and Nshift represents a cyclic delay factor.

[0032] In some optional embodiments, the cyclic shift module outputs a bit sequence  of each space stream after

performing a cyclic shift operation on coded bits  mapped to the space stream in each OFDM symbol, wherein:

[0033] si represents a space stream index; l = 0,1,2,···,Nscpsym ·Ncbpsc(si) -1; Nscpsym represents the number of data
subcarriers of each OFDM symbol; and Ncbpsc(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each subcarrier in the
si th space stream.
[0034] In some optional embodiments, the mapping module allocates a bit to the ith space stream as follows: 

wherein, si represents a space stream index, si = 0,1,2 ···Nss -1; c represents the inputted coded bit stream; 

represents a transmitted bit at time l of the si th space stream output by the stream mapping; n = 0,1,2···Nss -1; 

represents the number of parallel space streams when the i th bit is transmitted from the si th space stream; l represents

~
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a bit index of the bits  outputted after the stream mapping of the si th space stream, l = 0,1,2...Len_cb(si)-1; Len_cb(si)

represents the number of coded bits allocated to the space stream, Len_cb(si) = Nsympss·Nscpsym·Ncbpsc (si) ; Nsympss

represents the number of OFDM symbols of each space stream; Nscpsym represents the number of data subcarriers of

each OFDM symbol; Ncbpsc(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each subcarrier in the si th space stream;

Ncbpss(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each OFDM symbol in the si th space stream, Ncbpss (si) =

Nscpsym·Ncbpsc (si) ; and non represents nonexistence of a bit.

[0035] In some optional embodiments, the operation further includes:

dividing Len_cb(si) bits into Nsympss·Nscpsym allocation periods, wherein, in each allocation period: for EQM modu-

lation,  0≤i,j<Len_cb(si)-1; and for UEQM modulation, a sequence of inputted bits for the stream

mapping are in a period of  and allocated sequentially among all space streams bit by bit;

for one allocation period, when Ncbpsc(si) bits are allocated to the si th space stream, the ith space stream quits the
subsequent stream mapping stages in the current period; and
in the next bit sequence period, the allocation process of the previous bit sequence period is repeated.

[0036] In some optional embodiments, for the si th space stream, the coded bit stream is mapped to the space stream

according to the following operation:

[0037] I represents a set of subscripts of the inputted coded stream; k represents an index order of an inputted coded
bit stream ck before stream mapping;
[0038] Ωsi represents a set of bit indexes k of the original coded bit stream corresponding to the bits of the si th space
stream after stream mapping, and the elements of set Ωsi may be calculated by the following formula:

where, 

[0039] si represents a space stream index, si = 0,1,2···Nss-1; k represents an index order of the inputted coded bit

~
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stream ck before stream mapping; Nss represents the number of parallel space streams;  represents the number

of parallel space streams when the i th bit is transmitted from the si th space stream; Ncbpss(si) represents the number

of coded bits carried by each OFDM symbol in the sith space stream; Ncbpss(si)=Nscpsym·Ncbpsc(si); Ncbpsc (si) represents

the number of coded bits carried by each subcarrier in the sith space stream; Nscpsym represents the number of subcarriers

of each OFDM symbol; and Nsympss represents the number of OFDM symbols of each space stream.

[0040] In some optional embodiments, the algorithm of calculating  is as follows:

the coded bit stream is divided into  allocation periods by taking

the number  of coded bits corresponding to one subcarrier of each OFDM symbol as the allocation

period; bit-by-bit subcarrier allocation is performed in each allocation period successively; the number of parallel
space streams when the j th bit is allocated to the si th space stream in the first allocation period is defined as; then,

the number of parallel space streams when the i th bit is allocated to the si th space stream is obtained

according to a formula 

[0041] Where, Ncbpss(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each OFDM symbol in the si th space stream,
Ncbpss(si)=Nscpsym·Ncbpsc(si); Ncbpsc(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each subcarrier in the sith space
stream; Nsympss represents the number of OFDM symbols of each space stream; Nss represents the number of parallel
space streams; and Nscpsym represents the number of data subcarriers;

[0042] By taking the first allocation period as an example, the method for calculating  is as follows:

[0043] first of all, an allocation stage number P is calculated according to the overall space stream number Nss and

the modulation order S of each space stream, wherein the number of space streams and bit occurrences are different
from an allocation stages to another allocation stage, specifically as follows:

 S represents a set of modulation bit numbers of each space Stream, S = {Ncbpsc

(0),Ncbpsc(1),Ncbpsc(2),...,Ncbpsc(Nss-1)};

a set A = unique(S) is calculated; wherein, unique represents a set of numbers of different elements contained in the set S ;
a set B = sort(A) is calculated; wherein sort represents sorting the elements of the set A from small to large; the allocation
stage number is calculated as P = length(B); and each element in the set B represents the minimum modulation order
of a stage for the element correspondingly;
then, the bit occurrence in each allocation stage is calculated, specifically as follows:
the occurrence of the p th stage is C(p) = B(p) - B(p-1) ; wherein, when p =0 at the 0th stage, then B(-1)=0, i.e., C(0)=B(0);

the number of parallel space streams  of each stage is determined in sequence according to the above

allocation stage number p calculated; then, the allocation stage for the jth bit allocated to each stream is determined,
specifically as follows:

first of all, the number of parallel space streams  of the stage p=0 is determined,

then, the bit range of the stage p=0 is calculated as [0,K(0)] , wherein, K(0) = C(0) -1, and if j belongs to this range, it is
regarded that j belongs to the 0th stage;

~
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the number of parallel space streams  of the stage p=1 can be likewise determined;

then, the bit range of the 1st stage is calculated as [K(0)+1,K(1)] , wherein, K(1) = K(0) + C(1) ; the bit range of each
subsequent stage is likewise calculated in sequence; in conclusion, the allocation stage for the jth bit is determined
according to a formula p = g(j), wherein, 

then,  is obtained according to a formula 

[0044] In some optional embodiments, the coded bit stream is mapped to the space streams bit by bit.
[0045] In some optional embodiments, the mapping module maps the coded bits with a coding constraint relation in
the coded bit stream to the space streams.
[0046] In some optional embodiments, the mapping module sequentially allocates the bits with a coding constraint
relation in the bit stream one by one to each bit allocatable space stream.
[0047] In some optional embodiments, the modulation orders of the space streams are the same or different; wherein:
[0048] if the modulation orders of the space streams are the same, the same number of bits are allocated to each
space stream; or
[0049] if the modulation orders of the space streams are different, a different number of bits are allocated to each
space stream.
[0050] In some optional embodiments, the coded bit stream is a convolutional coded bit stream, or an LDPC coded
bit stream.
[0051] In some optional embodiments, the coded bit stream is subjected to rate matching.
[0052] To solve the above technical problem, the invention further provides an apparatus for realizing rate matching,
wherein rate matching is performed based on a convolutional code of a code rate 5/8, and the apparatus includes:
[0053] a first module, configured for receiving a convolutional code; and
[0054] a second module, configured for transforming a convolutional code of a code rate 1/2 to be of a code rate 5/8
through puncturing.
[0055] In some optional embodiments, the puncturing is implemented by deleting any location corresponding to an

element 0 and reserving any location corresponding to an element 1 based on or 

[0056] To solve the above technical problem, the invention further provides a transmitter, including:

a scrambling unit, configured for scrambling an inputted data bit stream;
a channel coding unit, configured for coding the scrambled data bit stream;
a rate matching unit, configured for performing rate matching on the coded bit stream;
a stream mapping unit, configured for mapping the coded bit stream subjected to the rate matching to the space
stream; and
an interleaving unit, configured for performing an interleaving operation on each space stream respectively.

[0057] In some optional embodiments, the stream mapping unit is further adapted to perform a cyclic shift operation
on coded bits mapped to each space stream.
[0058] In some optional embodiments, the stream mapping unit includes the receiving module, the mapping module
and the cyclic shift module described above.
[0059] In some optional embodiments, the stream mapping unit includes the receiving module and the mapping module
described above.
[0060] In some optional embodiments, the scrambling unit includes a receiving module, a scrambling module and an
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outputting module; wherein:

the scrambling module scrambles a data bit sequence [b0b1···bLen_bit-1]by a scrambling sequence which is a binary
sequence [s0s1···sLen_bit-1] outputted by a maximum length linear feedback shift register with a generator polynomial
1 + X11 + X15, specifically, performs an Exclusive-OR operation on the data bit sequence and the scrambling
sequence according to the following formula bit by bit to obtain a scrambled bit sequence [b0b1···bLen_bit-1]:
bi=(bi+si)mod 2, i =0,1,···Len_bit-1.

[0061] In some optional embodiments, the channel coding unit performs convolutional coding or LDPC code coding
on the inputted bit stream.
[0062] In some optional embodiments, the rate matching unit is adapted to perform rate matching based on a convo-
lutional code of a code rate 5/8, and includes:

a first module, configured for receiving a convolutional code; and
a second module, configured for transforming a convolutional code of a code rate 1/2 to be of a code rate 5/8 through
puncturing.

[0063] In some optional embodiments, the puncturing is implemented by deleting any location corresponding to an

element 0 and reserving any location corresponding to an element 1 based on  or 

[0064] The invention proposes a general method for stream mapping, an apparatus for realizing stream mapping, an
apparatus for realizing rate matching and the structure of a transmitter. With the technical solutions of the invention, in
the case of high-order modulation and multi-stream in a closed-loop mode, the mapping is more uniform with and the
gain is improved in comparison with the existing stream mapping method. With the method of the invention, the system
performance of a wireless communication system can be further improved. The stream mapping scheme provided in
the invention is simple and easy to implement.
[0065] To attain the above and related objects, one or more embodiments include the features that will be illustrated
in detail below and specifically recited in the claims. The following illustration and drawings illustrate some exemplary
aspects in detail; moreover, it only indicates some of the various modes in which the principle of each embodiment may
be applied. Other benefits and novel features will be apparent from the following detailed illustration in conjunction with
the drawings, and all the embodiments disclosed intend to contemplate all these aspects and their equivalents.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0066]

Fig.1 is a schematic diagram of stream mapping in IEEE 802.11 as described in the section of background technology
of the invention;
Fig.2 is an exemplary flow chart of a method for data transmission according to an embodiment of the invention;
Fig.3 is a schematic diagram of an example of stream mapping result in a specific example according to a first
embodiment of the invention;
Fig.4 is a schematic diagram of an example of stream mapping result in another specific example according to the
first embodiment of the invention;
Fig.5 is a schematic simulation diagram showing the comparison of performance between the open-loop mode of
an embodiment of the invention and IEEE 802.11n;
Fig.6 is a schematic simulation diagram showing the comparison of performance between the closed-loop mode of
an embodiment of the invention and IEEE 802.11n;
Fig.7 is an exemplary flow chart of another method for data transmission according to a third embodiment of the
invention;
Fig.8 is a schematic diagram showing the generation of a scrambling sequence according to a fifth embodiment of
the invention;
Fig.9 is a schematic diagram showing the structure of a convolutional coding means according to the fifth embodiment
of the invention;
Fig. 10 is a schematic diagram showing puncturing at a code rate 5/8 according to the fifth embodiment of the invention;
Fig.11 is a schematic diagram showing another puncturing at a code rate 5/8 according to the fifth embodiment of
the invention;
Fig.12 is a schematic simulation diagram showing a capacity gain obtained through system link adaptation at a

~ ~ ~
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medium Signal-to-Noise Ratio after the puncturing at a code rate 5/8 employed in a closed-loop mode according to
the fifth embodiment of the invention;
Fig.13 is a schematic diagram showing puncturing at a code rate 2/3 according to the fifth embodiment of the invention;
Fig.14 is a schematic diagram showing puncturing at a code rate 3/4 according to the fifth embodiment of the invention;
Fig.15 is a schematic diagram showing puncturing at a code rate 5/6 according to the fifth embodiment of the invention;
Fig.16 is a schematic diagram showing puncturing at a code rate 7/8 according to the fifth embodiment of the invention;
Fig.17 is a schematic flow chart of a method for data transmission according to a sixth embodiment of the invention;
Fig.18 is a structural representation of an apparatus for realizing stream mapping according to the sixth embodiment
of the invention;
Fig.19 is a structural representation of another apparatus for realizing stream mapping according to an eighth
embodiment of the invention;
Fig.20 is a structural representation of an apparatus for realizing rate matching according to a ninth embodiment of
the invention;
Fig.21 is a structural representation of a transmitter according to a tenth embodiment of the invention;
Fig.22 is a block diagram of a CAP-side transmitter according to an eleventh embodiment of the invention; and
Fig.23 is a block diagram of an STA-side transmitter according to a twelfth embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0067] The description below and accompanying drawings fully illustrate specific embodiments of the invention, to
enable one skilled in the art to implement the embodiments. Modifications, such as structural, logical, electrical and
process modifications, can be made in other embodiments. The embodiments only represent some possible variations.
Individual components or functions are optional and the operation order is variable, unless it is otherwise stated specif-
ically. A part and certain feature of some embodiments may be included in or replaced by a part and certain feature of
other embodiment. The scope of the embodiments of the invention includes the whole scope of the claims and all
obtainable equivalents thereof. Herein, these embodiments of the invention may be individually or generally represented
by the term "invention" for the sake of convenience; moreover, if more than one invention is disclosed actually, it is not
intended automatically to limit the application scope to any individual invention or inventive concept.
[0068] Principles and characteristics of the method and system described below may be applied to various commu-
nication systems, although the embodiments will be described in the environment of a wireless communication system
below for the purpose of exemplification. Nevertheless, the general principles described below are also applicable to
other communication systems based on different communication protocols. However, the scope of the invention is
defined by the appended claims, without limitation by the specific embodiments described below.
[0069] According to a great volume of analysis and verification, the performance of the stream mapping based on the
existing IEEE802.11n is effected severely during a beamforming operation because relatively numerous continuous
coded bits are allocated to a space stream with a poor channel quality. In view of the defects in the prior art, the invention
proposes a method for data transmission in a wireless system, which may improve the performance of the wireless
system in a closed loop. This method is applicable to various wireless communication systems, MIMO systems and
MIMO OFDM systems.
[0070] Below are some technical terms in the invention:

Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS): a combination of a specific modulation scheme and a coding rate employed
by a space stream;
EQM: Equal Modulation;
UEQM: Unequal Modulation;
Space Stream: a data stream transmitted parallelly in space;
Space Time Stream: a space-time coded stream obtained from space-time coding of a space stream;
Nsympss : the number of OFDM symbols of each space stream;
Nscpsym : the number of data subcarriers of each OFDM symbol;
Ncbpss : the number of coded bits carried by each OFDM symbol;
Ncbpsc : the number of coded bits carried by each subcarrier;
si : space stream index;
Ncbpss (si): the number of coded bits carried by each OFDM symbol in the si th space stream;
Ncbpsc(si): the number of coded bits carried by each subcarrier in the si th space stream;
Nss : the number of parallel space streams;

 the number of parallel space streams when the i th bit is transmitted;
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Len_cb(si) : the number of coded bits allocated to a space stream si ;

 a transmitted bit at time l of the si th space stream outputted from stream mapping; and

l: a bit index of an outputted bit  after the stream mapping of the si th space stream.

[0071] The solutions of embodiments of the invention will be illustrated in detail below via a several embodiments,
respectively.

[A First Embodiment]

[0072] The first embodiment of the invention provides a method for data transmission in a wireless system is provided,
where space bit streams are obtained by performing a bit-by-bit stream mapping operation on an inputted coded bit
stream, so that coded bits with a coding constraint relation in the inputted coded bit stream are uniformly mapped to
space streams via a stream mapping apparatus.
[0073] As shown in Fig.2, the stream mapping operation specifically includes the following two steps:

Step S201: receiving a coded bit stream; and
Step S202: mapping the coded bit stream to space streams.

[0074] Preferably, the coded bit stream is mapped to the space streams bit by bit.
[0075] Preferably, bits with a coding constraint relation in the coded bit stream are mapped to the space streams.
[0076] Step S202 may be performed in various modes. Preferably, in an optional mode, coded bits with a coding
constraint relation in the coded bit stream are sequentially allocated bit by bit to the space streams.
[0077] The so-called coded bit stream refers to a data bit stream subjected to channel coding. Preferably, the channel
coding may be convolutional coding. Preferably, the channel coding may be Low-Density Parity-Check (LDPC) code
coding.
[0078] Preferably, the mapping is specifically realized as follows.
[0079] Various space streams may employ the same modulation order or different modulation orders. Each space
stream contains Nsympss·Nscpsym modulation symbols. If each space stream employs the same modulation order, the

same number of bits are allocated to each space stream; otherwise, each space stream is allocated with a different

number of bits. For the si th space stream, the allocated bits may be labeled as  Here, Len_cb(si)

denotes the number of coded bits allocated to the space stream si.
[0080] If l = 0,1,2...Len_cb(si)-1, then 

where, si represents a space stream index, si = 0,1,2 ···Nss -1; c represents the inputted coded bit stream;  represents

a transmitted bit at time l of the si th space stream outputted by the stream mapping; n =0,1,2···Nss-1;  represents

the number of parallel space streams when the i th bit is transmitted from the si th space stream, l represents a bit index

of a bit  outputted after the stream mapping of the si th space stream, l = 0,1,2...Len_cb(si)-1; Len_cb(si) represents

the number of coded bits allocated to a space stream si , Len_cb(si) = Nsympss·Nscpsym·Ncbpsc(si); Nsympss represents

the number of OFDM symbols of each space stream; Nscpsym represents the number of data subcarriers of each OFDM

symbol; Ncbpsc(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each subcarrier in the si th space stream; Ncbpss(si)

represents the number of coded bits carried by each OFDM symbol in the si th space stream, Ncbpss(si) =

~
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Nscpsym·Ncbpsc(si); and non represents nonexistence of a bit.

[0081] Preferably, Len_cb(si) bits are totally divided into Nsympss·Nscpsym allocation periods. In each of the allocation

periods, for EQM modulation,  0≤i,j < Len_cb(si)-1; and for UEQM modulation, the sequence of

inputted bits for the stream mapping are allocated sequentially one by one among all space streams in a period of

 For one allocation period, when Ncbpsc(si) bits have been allocated to the si th space stream, the si th

space stream quits the subsequent stream mapping stages in the current period. In the next bit sequence period, the
allocation process of the previous bit sequence period is repeated. For example, if MCS=77, for the 0th space stream,
Nss(i) = [4 4 2 2 4 4 2 2......]; and for the 2nd space stream, Nss (i) =[4444......].

[0082] A result after the stream mapping may be obtained from the above calculation, where, the result of the first
allocation period is shown in Fig.3.
[0083] When the space streams are transmitted in parallel, space streams to which each code word is to be mapped
is indicated in a control channel.

[0084] Preferably, the algorithm of calculating is specifically described below.

[0085] First of all, by taking the number of coded bits  corresponding to one subcarrier for each OFDM

symbol as an allocation period, the coded bit stream is divided into 

allocation periods; bit-by-bit subcarrier allocation is performed for each allocation period successively;  is

defined as the number of parallel space streams when the j th bit is allocated to the si th space stream; finally, the number

of parallel space streams  when the i th bit is allocated to the si th space stream is obtained.

[0086] Ncbpss(si) is the number of coded bits carried by each OFDM symbol in the si th space stream,
Ncbpss(si)=Nscpsym·Ncbpsc(si); Ncbpsc(si) is the number of coded bits carried by each subcarrier in the si th space stream;
Nsympss is the number of OFDM symbols of each space stream; Nss is the number of parallel space streams; and Nscpsym
is the number of data subcarriers of each OFDM symbol.

[0087] By taking the first allocation period as an example, the method for calculating  is as follows.

[0088] First of all, an allocation stage number P is calculated according to the overall number Nss of space streams

and the modulation order S of each space stream, with the number of parallel space streams in the same allocation
stage being the same, and the space stream number and a bit occurrence of an allocation stage are different from those

of a different allocation stage, specifically as follows:  S denotes a set of modulation bit numbers

of each space stream, 

a set A = unique(S) is calculated; where, unique represents a set of numbers of different elements contained in the set S ;
a set B = sort(A) is calculated; where, sort represents sorting the elements of the set A from small to large; the number
of allocation stages P = length(B) is calculated; and each element in the set B represents the minimum modulation order
of the corresponding stage for the element;
then, the bit occurrence in each allocation stage is calculated, specifically as follows:
the bit occurrence of the pth stage is C(p) = B(p) - B(p-1); where, if p=0 at the 0th stage, B(-1)=0, that is, C(0)=B(0);
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[0089] The number  of parallel space streams of each stage is determined sequentially according to the

above calculated allocation stage number p; then, the allocation stage of the jthbit allocated to each stream is determined,
specifically as follows:

first of all, the number  of parallel space streams at the 0th (p=0) stage is determined,

 For example, (4, 4, 2)>=2 ->(1,1,1).

then, the bit range at the 0th (p=0) stage is calculated as [0,K(0)], where, K(0) = C(0) -1, if j belongs to this range, it
is regarded that j belongs to the 0th stage.

similarly, the number of parallel space streams  of the 1st (p=1) stage may be de-

termined;
then, the bit range of the 1st stage is calculated as [K(0)+1,K(1)], where K(1) = K(0) + C(1) ; the bit range of each
subsequent stage may be likewise calculated sequentially; thus, the allocation stage for the jth bit is determined
according to a formula p = g(j), where, 

then,  is obtained according to a formula 

[0090] The above description is given by taking an algorithm of calculating  as an example, but the algorithm

of calculating  is not limited to the above.

[0091] The process of stream mapping will be described below referring to Fig.4, for example.
[0092] In the case of 4 space streams, Nss =4, for example, Len_cb(si) =6 if si =0, that is, if si =0, the bit length that
may be allocated to the si th space stream is 6, Ncbsc(0) =6; Len_cb(si) =4 if si =1, that is, if si =1, the bit length that may
be allocated to the si th space stream is 4, Ncbpsc (1) =4; Len_cb(si) =2 if si =2, that is, if si =2, the bit length that may
be allocated to the si th space stream is 2, Ncbpsc(2) =2; and Len_cb(si) =2 if si =3, that is, if si =3, the bit length that
may be allocated to the si th space stream is 2, Ncbpsc(3) =2. Thus, S = {6, 4, 2, 2}.

[0093] Here,  is calculated by taking the first allocation period as an example, and

 bits are allocated bit stream by bit stream. This process is divided into a plurality of allocation

stages, and the number of parallel space streams in each allocation stage is different from that in any other allocation stage.
[0094] Preferably, first of all, an allocation stage number p is calculated in a method as follows:

A = unique(S) = {6, 4, 2};
B = sort(A) = {2, 4, 6};
the allocation stage number P= length(B)=3;
the bit occurrence of the first allocation stage C(0) = B(0);
the bit occurrence of the second allocation stage C(1)= B(1)-B(0); and
the bit occurrence of the third allocation stage C(2)= B(2)-B(1).
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[0095] First of all, the allocation stage number p is calculated as 3, B(0)=2, B(1)=4 and B(2)=6, according to the above
formula. The bit occurrences of the allocation stages are C(0)=2, C(1)=2 and C(2)=2, respectively. Then, the number
of parallel space streams of each bit is calculated by, first of all, determining the p th allocation stage for an inputted bit
according to the sequence number j of the inputted bit, and then calculating the number of parallel space streams of
different stages and the bit range of each stage, specifically as follows:
[0096] The number of parallel space streams of the 0th stage is:

 p = 0

and the bit range of the 0th stage is [0, K(0)] , where K(0) = C(0)-1=2-1=1;
the number of parallel space streams of the 1st stage is:

and the bit range of the 1st stage is [K(0)+1,K(1)] , where K(1)=K(0)+C(1)=1+2=3; and
the number of parallel space streams of the 2nd stage is:

and the bit range of the 2nd stage is [K(1)+1,K(2)] , where K(2)= K(1) + C(2) = 3 + 2 = 5.

[0097] Then, the number of parallel space streams  of the j th bit in the first allocation period is calculated

according to a formula 

 and 

[0098] Then,  is obtained according to a formula  as follows.

[0099] If si=0 

(4 4 2 2 1 1 is directed to one allocation period, and 4 4 2 2 1 1, 4 4 2 2 1 1, ..., 4 4 2 2 1 1 are multiple occurrences of
the result for one allocation period)

[0100] If si=1, 

[0101] If si=2, 

[0102] If si=3, 

[0103] Finally, the sequence numbers of space streams contained in each stage are determined, and mapping is
performed according to a formula below: 
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[0104] When l=0, in the case of 4 streams,  correspond to c0, c1, c2, c3, respectively;

[0105] When l=1, in the case of 4 streams,  correspond to c4, c5, c6, c7, respectively;

[0106] When l=2, in the case of 4 streams,  correspond to c8, c9, c16, c17, respectively;

[0107] When l=3, in the case of 4 streams,  correspond to c10, c11, c20, c21, respectively;

[0108] When l=4, in the case of 4 streams,  correspond to c12, c15, c30, c31, respectively;

[0109] When l=5, in the case of 4 streams,  correspond to c13, c19, c34, c35, respectively;

[0110] When l=6, in the case of 4 streams,  correspond to c14, c23, c44, c45, respectively; and

so on.
[0111] The obtained result after the stream mapping is shown in Fig.4. Fig.4 only shows the results of the first and the
second allocation stages.
[0112] With the method for data transmission, i.e., the method for stream mapping, or the apparatus for stream mapping
according to the first embodiment of the invention, the simulation in the MIMO environment shows that the performance
of the inventive solutions in the case of an open loop mode is comparable with that of IEEE 802.11n, as shown in Fig.5.
In a closed-loop mode, however, in the case of high-order modulation and multiple streams, a large gain may be obtained
in comparison with the IEEE 802.11n algorithm, as shown in Fig.6. It is indicated by the simulation result that, system
performance of a wireless communication system can be further improved by the invention.

[A Second Embodiment]

[0113] The second embodiment of the invention provides a method for data transmission in a wireless system, where
space bit streams are obtained by performing a bit-by-bit stream mapping operation on an inputted coded bit stream,
so that bits with a coding constraint relation in the inputted coded bit stream are mapped to space streams via a stream
mapping apparatus.
[0114] As shown in Fig.2, the method according to the embodiment of the invention specifically includes the following
two steps:

Step S201: receiving a coded bit stream; and
Step S202, mapping the coded bit stream to space streams.

[0115] Preferably, the space streams may employ the same modulation order or different modulation orders.
[0116] Preferably, the coded bit stream is mapped to the space streams bit by bit.
[0117] Preferably, the bits with a coding constraint relation in the coded bit stream are mapped to the space streams.
[0118] Step S202 may be performed in various modes. Preferably, in an optional mode, coded bits with a coding
constraint relation in the coded bit stream are sequentially allocated bit by bit to the space streams.
[0119] The so-called coded bit stream refers to a data bit stream subjected to channel coding. Wherein, one of the
channel coding modes is convolutional coding. Or, one of the channel coding modes is LDPC code coding.
[0120] During the allocation, the variations of the modulation orders of each stream need to be considered, and bits
with a coding constraint relation are distributed to space streams as possible.
[0121] Preferably, Step S202 specifically includes the following steps:

it is assumed that an input sequence of the inputted coded bit stream is ck , and the output sequence is 

where, k is an index order of the input sequence ck of the coded bit stream input before stream mapping,

 l is a bit index of an outputted stream  after the stream mapping

of the si th space stream. The l th bit of the si th space stream corresponds to the k th bit of the input sequence ck ,

where, Ncbpss(si) is the number of coded bits carried by each OFDM symbol in the si th space stream, Ncbpss(si) =

~

~

~
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Nscpsym·Ncbpsc(si).

[0122] For the si th space stream, the coded bit stream is mapped to space streams according to the following oper-

ation:

[0123] where I is a set of subscripts of the inputted coded streams; and k is an index order of an inputted coded bit
stream ck before stream mapping;
[0124] Ωsi is a set of bit indexes k of the original coded bit stream corresponding to bits of the si th space stream after
the stream mapping, and elements of Ωsi may be calculated by the following formula:

where, l ∈ {0,1,...,Nsympss·Nscpsym·Ncbpsc(si)-1}};

[0125] si is a space stream index; k is an index order of an input sequence ck of the inputted coded bit stream before

stream mapping; Nss is the number of parallel space streams;  represents the number of parallel space streams

when the i th bit is transmitted from the si th space stream; Ncbpss(si) is the number of coded bits carried by each OFDM

symbol in the si th space stream; Ncbpss(si)=Nscpsym·Ncbpsc(si); Ncbpsc(si) is the number of coded bits carried by each

subcarrier of each OFDM symbol in the si th space stream; Nscpsym represents the number of subcarriers of each OFDM

symbol; and Nsympss is the number of OFDM symbols of each space stream.

[0126] Preferably, the algorithm of calculating  is the same as that of calculating  in the first embod-

iment, and reference may be made to the first embodiment, thus it will not be described again here.
[0127] Illustration of a specific embodiment is given below.
[0128] In the case of 4 space streams, Nss =4, for example, Len_cb(si) =6 if si =0, that is, if si =0, the bit length that
may be allocated to the si th space stream is 6, Ncbpsc(0)=6; Len_cb(si)=4 if si=1, that is, if si=1, the bit length that may
be allocated to the si th space stream is 4, Ncbpsc(1) =4; Len_cb(si) =2 if si =2, that is, if si =2, the bit length that may be
allocated to the si th space stream is 2, Ncbpsc (2) =2; and Len_cb(si) =2 if si =3, that is, if si =3, the bit length that may
be allocated to the si th space stream is 2, Ncbpsc (3) =2. Thus, S = {6, 4, 2, 2}.

[0129] Here,  is calculated by taking the first allocation period as an example,

and  bits are allocated bit stream by bit stream. This process is divided into a plurality of

allocation stages, and the number of parallel space streams in each allocation stage is different from that in any other
allocation stage.
[0130] Preferably, first of all, an allocation stage number p is calculated in a method as follows:

~

~
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A = unique(S) = {6,4,2};
B = sort(A) = {2, 4, 6};
the allocation stage number p = length(B)=3;
the bit occurrence of the first allocation stage C(0) = B(0);
the bit occurrence of the second allocation stage C(1)= B(1)-B(0); and
the bit occurrence of the third allocation stage C(2)= B(2)-B(1).

[0131] First of all, the allocation stage number p is calculated as 3, B(0)=2, B(1)=4 and B(2)=6, according to the above
formula. The bit occurrences of the allocation stages are C(0)=2, C(1)=2 and C(2)=2, respectively. Then, the number
of parallel space streams of each bit is calculated by, first of all, determining the p th allocation stage for an inputted bit
according to the sequence number j of the inputted bit, and then calculating the number of parallel space streams of
different stages and the bit range of each stage, specifically as follows:
[0132] The number of parallel space streams of the 0th stage is:

 p = 0,

and the bit range of the 0th stage is [0, K(0)], where K(0) = C(0) -1= 2 -1=1;
the number of parallel space streams of the 1st stage is:

and the bit range of the 1st stage is [K(0)+1,K(1)] , where K(1)=K(0)+C(1)=1+2=3; and
the number of parallel space streams of the 2nd stage

is:

and the bit range of the 2nd stage is [K(1)+1,K(2)] , where K(2)=K(1)+C(2)=3+2=5.

[0133] Then, the number of parallel space streams  of the j th bit in the first allocation period is calculated

according to a formula

 

and

[0134] Then,  is obtained according to a formula  as follows.

[0135] If si=0,  (4 4 2 2 1 1 is directed to one allocation

period, and 442211,442211, ..., 4 4 2 2 1 1 are multiple occurrences of the result for one allocation period)

[0136] If si=1, 

[0137] If si=2, 

[0138] If si=3,  Preferably, l may be mapped to a subscript k according to a

formula k
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and the following result may be obtained:

when l=0, in the case of 4 streams,  correspond to c0, c1, c2, c3, respectively ; 

when l=1,  in the case of 4 streams,  correspond to c4, c5, c6,

c7, respectively;
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when l=2,  in the case of 4 streams,  

correspond to c8, c9, c16, c17, respectively;

when l=3,  and  in the case of

4 streams,  correspond to c10, c11, c20, c21, respectively;

when l=4, in the case of 4 streams,  correspond to c12, c15, c30, c31, respectively;

when l=5, in the case of 4 streams,  correspond to c13, c19, c34, c35, respectively;

when l=6, in the case of 4 streams,  correspond to c14, c23, c44, c45, respectively;
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and so on.
[0139] The result after the mapping is the same as that of Fig.4 in the first embodiment, and reference may be made
to Fig.4.
[0140] As can be seen, for the purpose of mapping multiple bits with a coding constraint relation to space streams,
the multiple bits are preferably allocated one by one in sequence to bit allocatable space streams. The number N of bits
that may be allocated to each space stream is related to the modulation order M of the space stream, that is, N = log2
M. When the modulation mode of a space stream is 64QAM, the number of bits that may be allocated to the space
stream is 6, that is, 6 bits may be allocated to the space stream; when the modulation mode of a space stream is 16
QAM, the number of bits that may be allocated to the space stream is 4, that is, 4 bits may be allocated to the space
stream; and likewise, when the modulation mode of a space stream is QPSK, the number of bits that may be allocated
to the space stream is 2, that is, 2 bits may be allocated to the space stream. Because the modulation orders of the
multiple space streams are not identical, the numbers of bits that may be allocated to the space streams may be not
necessarily consistent with each other. For example, in the embodiments shown in Figs.3 and 4, the modulation orders
of 4 space streams are not identical, which causes that the numbers of bits that may be allocated to the space streams
are not necessarily the same. Thus, when multiple bits with a coding constraint relation are sequentially allocated one
by one to the space streams, a situation, where sufficient bits have been allocated to some space streams but a bit may
be further allocated to another space stream, would occur.
[0141] The so called bit allocatable space stream refers to a space stream to which a bit may be further allocated;
and the so called bit non-allocatable space stream refers to a space stream to which enough bits have been allocated.
[0142] As can be seen, during the sequential one-by-one allocation of bits to the bit allocatable space streams, all
space streams in the initial stage are bit allocatable space streams. As bits are continuously allocated to the space
streams bit by bit (i.e., one bit after another), a space stream with low-order modulation will be allocated with sufficient
bits earlier than a space stream with high-order modulation, and turns into a bit non-allocatable space stream. When a
certain space stream becomes a bit non-allocatable space stream, it will not be allocated with further bits. Thus, during
the bit allocation, the bit non-allocatable space stream will be ignored, and bits will only be allocated sequentially one
by one to those bit allocatable space streams, until all bits with a coding constraint relation are allocated.
[0143] After the allocation of a group of bits with a coding constraint relation is finished, at the beginning of allocating
the next group of bits with a coding constraint relation, all space streams are turned into bit allocatable space streams,
and the process in which bits are sequentially allocated one by one to bit allocatable space streams is repeated.

[A Third Embodiment]

[0144] The third embodiment provide a method for data transmission in a wireless system, where space bit streams
are obtained by performing a bit-by-bit stream mapping operation on an inputted bit stream, so that coded bits with a
coding constraint relation in the coded bit stream are mapped to space streams via a stream mapping apparatus.
[0145] As shown in Fig.7, the stream mapping operation specifically includes the following two steps:

Step S301: receiving a coded bit stream; and
Step S302: mapping the coded bit stream to space streams.

[0146] The specific implementation is obvious by referring to the detailed description of the first and second embodi-
ments, and is basically the same as that in the first and second embodiments, and thus will not be described again here.
[0147] Step S303: performing a cyclic shift operation on bit streams mapped to each space stream.

[0148] Preferably, a bit stream  mapped to each space stream is subjected to the following cyclic shift operation: 

after the cyclic shift, a bit sequence  is output from each space stream to a bit interleaving apparatus.

[0149] Where, Nshift is a cyclic delay factor which is an adjustable parameter; preferably, Nshift =37, and at this point,
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r=[l+si·Ncbpsc(si)·37]mod[Nscpsym·Ncbpsc (si)], and r may represent a bit index order outputted after a space cyclic delay.
[0150] The main object of the cyclic shift is to solve the problem of space selective block fading caused by antenna
correlation.
[0151] The simulation in the MIMO environment shows that, in the case of an open loop, high-order modulation and
multiple streams, the method for data transmission according to the Third embodiment of the invention, i.e., a method
including cyclic shift after the stream mapping, a large gain may be obtained in comparison with the IEEE 802.11n
algorithm. With the embodiment of the invention, the system performance of a wireless communication system can be
further improved.

[A Fourth Embodiment]

[0152] The fourth embodiment of the invention provides a method for data transmission, which includes the following
steps.
[0153] Step S401, a coded bit stream received is mapped to space streams.
[0154] The specific implementation of Step S401 is the same as that of the first and second embodiment, and thus
will not be described again here. Reference may be made to the first and second embodiments for the detailed description.
[0155] Preferably, after this step, the method further includes: performing a cyclic shift operation on a space bit stream
mapped to each space stream, to obtain a bit stream after cyclic shift. The specific implementation is the same as that
of the third embodiment and will not be described again here, and reference may be made to the third embodiment for
the detailed description.
[0156] Step S402, a single-stream 2-dimensional interleaving operation is performed on the space bit stream outputted
in Step S401.
[0157] Preferably, in this step, the purpose of the interleaving operation performed on the space bit stream is to further
improve the system performance via interleaving, to counteract selective fading in the frequency domain and avoid an
overlong constellation LSB bits. The definition of interleaving parameters of this operation includes Ncol and row number
Nrow = (Ncbpsc(si)/Ncol). The parameters for the interleaving algorithm may be adjusted.
[0158] For a bit stream, the following bit interleaving processing may be employed.
[0159] If the channel coding is based on LDPC code, the bit interleaving processing is unnecessary; and if the channel
coding is based on convolutional code, the following bit interleaving processing may be employed. The interleaving
depth of each space stream is: 

[0160] The following two substitution processes are employed, where k indicates a bit index of an inputted data stream
after cyclic delay shift (i.e., indicating that the bit stream is entered to an interleaving module in the order k), and i and j
indicate bit index orders of the outputs after the first and the second substitutions, respectively.
[0161] Preferably, Ncol =16, and
for the first substitution: 

for the second substitution: 

where, Ncbpsym(si) is an interleaving depth, Ncbpsym (si) = Ncbpsc (si) · Nscpsym; Ncbpsc (si) is the number of coded bits

carried by each subcarrier in the space stream; and Nscpsym is the number of data subcarriers of each OFDM symbol;

 Ncol is the column number of an interleaving unit; i is a bit index of a bit stream outputted

after the first substitution; j is a bit index of a bit stream outputted after the second substitution; and k is a bit index of an
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inputted bit stream.
[0162] With the above interleaving processing, the outputted bit sequence of each stream is 

[0163] The above interleaving process is accomplished by a transmitter, while the de-interleaving process is accom-
plished be a receiver.
[0164] The de-interleaving process is as follows:
for the first substitution: 

where, j = 0,1,···Ncbpsym-1;
for the second substitution:

[A Fifth Embodiment]

[0165] The fifth embodiment of the invention provides another method for data transmission, which includes the fol-
lowing steps.
[0166] Step S501, scrambling, channel coding and rate matching is performed on an inputted bit stream. A detailed
description will be given below on the scrambling, channel coding and rate matching, respectively.

(1) Scrambling

[0167] In this step, the object of scrambling is to randomize data bits, to facilitate carrier extraction and clock recovery,
reduce the occurrence of continuous 0s and continuous 1s, and reduce the peak-to-mean ratio of the system. The
scrambling process is described as follows.
[0168] A data bit sequence [b0b1···bLen_bit-1] is scrambled by a scrambling sequence, which is a binary sequence
[s0s1···sLen_bit-1] outputted by a maximum length linear feedback shift register with a generator polynomial 1+X11 + X15.
Each code block in the system is scrambled and reset once. The block diagram for generating a scrambling sequence
is shown in Fig.8.
[0169] For a downlink system information channel, the initial value of the register is rinit = [101010001110110]b, in

which the MSB is on the left, and the LSB is on the right; for other uplink and downlink control channels and service

channels, the initial value of the register is  where  represents the least significant 7

bits of a MAC address of a CAP, which are broadcast in a system information channel.
[0170] An outputted scrambled bit sequence [b0b1···bLen_bit-1] may be obtained by an Exclusive-OR operation on the
data bit sequence and the scrambling sequence according to the following formula bit by bit.

(2) Channel Coding

[0171] A channel coding module applies Forward Error Correction (FEC) protection on the outputted scrambled data
bit sequence [b0 b1···bLen_bit-1]. Herr, two types of FEC codes, i.e. convolutional coding and LDPC coding, are supported.

~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~
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1) Convolutional Coding

[0172] Here, the structure of the convolutional code is [133 171]. The output of convolutional coding is [c0 c1···cLen_cw-1]. 

where, l = 0,1,...Len_cw/2.

[0173] Here, return-to-zero convolutional coding is employed, and 6 zero bits need to be appended to the end of the
bit sequence [b0 b1···bLen_bit-1]. The structure of a convolutional coding means is shown in Fig.9.

2) LDPC coding

LDPC code check matrix and generation matrix

[0174] An LDPC code is employed in high-performance error correction coding, the check matrix H of which may be
represented in the following form; 

wherein, Ai,j is a t3t cyclic matrix with a row weight of 0 or 1, and each row of the matrix is obtained by cyclic shift of the
preceding row to the right by one bit, and the first row is obtained by cyclic shift of the last row to the right by one bit. A
code word characterized by the matrix H is referred to as (N, K) LDPC code, where N=c3t is a code length, and K=(c-
ρ)3t represents the length of coded information bits, of which the code rate is R=K/N. The first row of Ai=[Ai,0,Ai,1···,Ai,c-1],i=
0,1,···,ρ-1 is referred to as the (i+1)th row generator of the matrix H, thus the matrix H includes totally ρ row generators.
[0175] The generation matrix G corresponding to the check matrix H may be represented as: 

where, I is a unit matrix, and matrix P may be represented as: 

where, Pi,j is a t3t cyclic matrix, of which each column is obtained by the cyclic shift of the preceding column downwards
by one bit, and the first column is obtained by the cyclic shift of the last column downwards by one bit. The first column
of the matrix Pj=[P0,j,P1,j,... Pc-ρ-1,j]T, j=0,1,···,ρ-1 is referred to as the (j+1)th column generator of the generation matrix
G, thus G totally includes P column generators.

LDPC coding

[0176] The LDPC code coding process may be represented by: x = u·G;

~ ~ ~
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where, u=(u0,u1,L ,uK-1) represents K coded information bits, x=(u0, u1,L ,uK-1,ν0,ν1,L ,νN-K-1) represents a code word
with a length of N, ν=(ν1,L νN-K-1) represents N-K check bits, and the coded code word meets a check equation H · xT = 0.

(3) Rate Matching

[0177] After the coding, different code rates are obtained by means of puncturing, which is referred to as a rate matching
process.
[0178] Preferably, if the channel coding is based on a convolutional code, the output code rate of the coder is 1/2, and
code rates of 5/8, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6 and 7/8 may be obtained via puncturing.
[0179] Preferably, the puncturing of the code rate 5/8 is important for the invention. After the coding is completed,
there are two solutions of puncturing of the code rate 5/8, as shown by the puncturing patterns in Fig. 10 and 11.
[0180] Preferably, in the first solution, convolutional coding is performed on digital data through a convolutional code
at the code rate 5/8, and the first solution includes the following steps:

with puncturing of  any location corresponding to an element 0 is deleted, and any location corresponding

to an element 1 is reserved; and

the convolutional code of a code rate 1/2 based on an octal generator 133, 171 is shrunk to the code rate 5/8, where
a constraint length K=7; and an inputted bit stream is processed using a code of the code rate 5/8, as shown in Fig. 10.

[0181] As shown in Fig. 10, gray bits  and  represent punctured bits. The original bit sequence corresponds

to the code word outputted by a [133 171] convolutional code.
[0182] Preferably, in the second solution, convolutional coding is performed on digital data through a convolutional
code at the code rate 5/8, and the second solution includes the following steps:

with puncturing of  any location corresponding to an element 0 is deleted, and any location corresponding

to an element 1 is reserved; and
the convolutional code of a code rate 1/2 based on an octal generator 133, 171 is shrunk to the code rate 5/8,
wherein a constraint length K=7; and an inputted bit stream is processed using a code of the code rate 5/8, as shown
in Fig. 11.

[0183] As shown in Fig. 11, gray bits  and  represent punctured bits. The original bit sequence corresponds to

the code word outputted by a [133 171] convolutional code.
[0184] If channel coding is based on an LDPC code, the above puncturing process is not needed.
[0185] In the case of either EQM modulation or UEQM modulation, the number of OFDM symbols transmitted by
different space streams of the same code word is the same. After the puncturing process, a code word [c0 c1···cLen_punc-1]
is outputted.

[0186] With the new solution of code rate 5/8 in the fifth embodiment of the invention, a capacity gain of 8%-9% may
be obtained for IEEE 802.11 system link adaptation at an intermediate Signal-to-Noise Ratio of 10-15dB, as shown in
Fig.12.
[0187] Fig. 13 is a schematic diagram showing puncturing at a code rate 2/3.
[0188] Fig.14 is a schematic diagram showing puncturing at a code rate 3/4.
[0189] Fig.15 is a schematic diagram showing puncturing at a code rate 5/6.
[0190] Fig.16 is a schematic diagram showing puncturing at a code rate 7/8.
[0191] Step S502, a coded bit stream outputted after the scrambling, channel coding and rate matching in Step S501
is mapped to space streams.
[0192] The specific implementation is the same as that of the first, second or third embodiment, and thus will not be

~ ~ ~
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described again here. Reference may be made to the first, second or third embodiment for the detailed description.

[A Sixth Embodiment]

[0193] The sixth embodiment of the invention provides another method for data transmission, as shown in Fig.17,
which includes the following steps:
[0194] Step S601, scrambling, channel coding and rate matching is performed on an inputted bit stream.
[0195] The specific implementation is the same as that of the fourth embodiment, and thus will not be described again
here. Reference may be made to the fourth embodiment for the detailed description.
[0196] Step S602, a coded bit stream outputted after the scrambling, channel coding and rate matching in Step S601
is mapped to space streams.
[0197] The specific implementation is the same as that of the first, second or third embodiment, and thus will not be
described again here. Reference may be made to the first, second or third embodiment for the detailed description.
[0198] Step S60, a single-stream 2-dimensional interleaving operation is performed on the space bit stream obtained
and output in Step S602.
[0199] The specific implementation is the same as that of the fourth embodiment, and thus will not be described again
here. Reference may be made to the fourth embodiment for the detailed description.

[A Seventh Embodiment]

[0200] Fig. 18 shows the seventh embodiment of the invention which provides an apparatus for stream mapping, and
the apparatus may be used for bit-by-bit stream mapping for a UEQM mode or an EQM mode, and specifically includes:

a receiving module S11, configured for receiving a coded bit stream; and
a mapping module S12, configured for mapping the coded bit stream to space streams.

[0201] The operating principle and the related operation flow of the apparatus for stream mapping according to the
seventh embodiment of the invention are basically the same as those in the above embodiments of the data transmission
method for realizing stream mapping, and reference may be made to the first to sixth embodiments for its detailed
description and the specific realization, which will not be described again here.

[An eighth Embodiment]

[0202] Fig.19 shows the eighth embodiment of the invention which further provides an apparatus for realizing stream
mapping, and the apparatus may be used for bit-by-bit stream mapping for a UEQM mode or an EQM mode, and
specifically includes:

a receiving module S21, configured for receiving a coded bit stream;
a mapping module S22, configured for mapping the coded bit stream to space streams; and
a cyclic shift module S23, configured for performing a cyclic shift operation on space bits mapped to each space
stream.

[0203] The operating principle and the related operation flow of the apparatus for stream mapping according to the
eighth embodiment of the invention are basically the same as those in the above embodiments of the data transmission
method for realizing stream mapping, and reference may be made to the first to sixth embodiments for its detailed
description and the specific realization, which will not be described again here.

[A Ninth Embodiment]

[0204] The ninth embodiment of the invention further provides an apparatus for realizing rate matching, as shown in
Fig.20, which includes:

a first module S41, configured for receiving a convolutional code; and
a second module S42, configured for transforming a convolutional code of a code rate 1/2 to be of a code rate 5/8
through puncturing.

[0205] Preferably, the second module S42 is configured for transforming the convolutional code of a code rate 1/2
based on an octal generator 133, 171 to be of a code rate 5/8 through puncturing.
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[0206] Preferably, the puncturing is implemented by deleting any location corresponding to an element 0 and reserving

any location corresponding to an element 1 according to 

[0207] Preferably, the puncturing is implemented by deleting any location corresponding to an element 0 and reserving

any location corresponding to an element 1 according to 

[A Tenth Embodiment]

[0208] The tenth embodiment of the invention further provides a transmitter, as shown in Fig.21, including:

a scrambling unit S31, configured for scrambling an inputted data bit stream;
a channel coding unit S32, configured for coding the scrambled data bit stream;
a rate matching unit S33, configured for performing rate matching on the coded bit stream;
a stream mapping unit S34, configured for mapping the coded bit stream subjected to the rate matching to space
streams; and
an interleaving unit S35, configured for performing a bit interleaving operation on each space stream, respectively.

[0209] Preferably, the stream mapping unit S34 is further configured for performing a cyclic shift operation on the bit
stream mapped to each space stream.
[0210] Reference may be made to the seventh and eighth embodiments for the specific realization of the stream
mapping unit S34.
[0211] Preferably, the channel coding unit S32 is adapted to perform convolutional coding on the inputted bit stream.
[0212] Preferably, the channel coding unit S32 is further adapted to perform LDPC code coding on the inputted bit
stream.
[0213] Preferably, the rate matching unit S33 is adapted to perform rate matching through a convolutional code of a
code rate 5/8.
[0214] Preferably, the rate matching unit S33 specifically includes: a first module, configured for receiving a convolu-
tional code; and a second module, configured for transforming a convolutional code of a code rate 1/2 to be of a code
rate 5/8 through puncturing.
[0215] Preferably, the second module is adapted to transform the convolutional code of a code rate 1/2 based on an
octal generator 133, 171 to be of a code rate 5/8 through puncturing.
[0216] Preferably, the puncturing is implemented by deleting any location corresponding to

an element 0 and reserving any location corresponding to an element 1 according to 

[0217] Preferably, the puncturing is implemented by deleting any location corresponding to an element 0 and reserving

any location corresponding to an element 1 according to 

[0218] Preferably, the interleaving unit S35 includes: a third module configured for realizing the first substitution; and
a fourth module configured for realizing the second substitution;
where, in the case of the si th space stream:

the 1st substitution is 

and

the 2nd substitution is 
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[0219] The operating principle and the related operation flow of the transmitter according to the tenth embodiment of
the invention are basically the same as those in the implementation solutions of the above first to ninth embodiments,
and thus will not be described again here.

[An Eleventh Embodiment]

[0220] Fig.22 is a block diagram of a CAP-side transmitter according to the eleventh embodiment of the invention.
[0221] As shown in Fig.22, the CAP-side transmitter includes: a scrambling unit S31, a coding unit S32, a rate matching
unit S33, a stream mapping unit S34, an interleaving unit S35, a modulating unit S41, a space-time coding unit 542, a
pilot inserting unit S43, a precoding unit S44, a time-frequency loading unit S45, an IDFT unit S46, a CP unit S47 and
a windowing unit S48.
[0222] The operating principle and the related operation flow of the CAP-side transmitter according to the eleventh
embodiment of the invention are basically the same as those in the implementation of the above first to eleventh em-
bodiments, and thus will not be described again here.
[0223] Downlink multi-antenna transmission supports open-loop SU-MIMO, closed-loop SU-MIMO and closed-loop
MU-MIMO.
[0224] Where, pilot inserting includes inserting a demodulation pilot and a phase track pilot.
[0225] The operating principle and the related operation flow of the transmitter according to the eleventh embodiment
of the invention are basically the same as those in the implementation of the above first to eleventh embodiments, and
thus will not be described again here.

[A Twelfth Embodiment]

[0226] Fig.23 is a block diagram of an STA-side transmitter according to the twelfth embodiment of the invention.
[0227] As shown in Fig.23, the STA-side transmitter comprises: a scrambling unit S31, a coding unit S32, a rate
matching unit S33, a stream mapping unit S34, an interleaving unit S35, a modulating unit S41, a space-time coding
unit S42, a pilot inserting unit S43, a precoding unit S44, a time-frequency loading unit S45, an IDFT unit S46, a CP unit
S47 and a windowing unit S48.
[0228] For uplink transmission, each user can only transmit one code word. Uplink multi-antenna transmission supports
open-loop SU-MIMO.
[0229] Where, pilot inserting includes inserting a demodulation pilot and a phase track pilot.
[0230] The operating principle and the related operation flow of the transmitter according to the twelfth embodiment
of the invention are basically the same as those in the implementation of the above first to tenth embodiments, and thus
will not be described again here.
[0231] The invention proposes a general data transmission method for stream mapping, an apparatus for stream
mapping, an apparatus for rate matching and a structure of a transmitter. With the technical solutions of the invention,
in the case of high-order modulation and multi-stream in a closed-loop mode, the mapping is more uniform with and the
gain is improved in comparison with the existing stream mapping method. With the method of the invention, the system
performance of a wireless communication system can be further improved. The stream mapping scheme provided in
the invention is simple and easy to implement.
[0232] It should be understood that the specific order or hierarchy of the steps in the process disclosed is only an
example of the exemplary method. It should be understood that the specific order or hierarchy of the steps in the process
may be re-arranged based on design preferences, without departing from the scope of the invention. The appended
method claims provide various step factors in an exemplary order, but are not limited to the specific order or hierarchy.
[0233] In the above detailed description, various features are combined in a single embodiment for the sake of sim-
plification of the disclosure. This disclosing manner should not be interpreted as reflecting such an intention that: the
embodiment of the claimed subject requires more features than those stated clearly in each claim. On the contrary, as
reflected in the appended claims, the invention may be in a state with less features than all features of a single disclosed
embodiment. Therefore, the appended claims are hereby incorporated in the detailed description clearly, and each claim
independently presents an individual preferred implementation solution of the invention.
[0234] The above description includes the examples of one or more embodiments. However, it is impossible to exhaust
all potential combinations of the components and methods in describing the above embodiments, but it should be
understood by one skilled in the art that components and methods of each embodiment may be further combined and
arranged. Therefore, the embodiments described herein intend to contemplate all such changes, modifications and
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variations that fall into the scope of the appended claims. In addition, the term "comprise" used in the specification or
the claims is similar to the term "include", just like the interpretation of the term "include" in the claims as a connection
word. Additionally, any term "or" used in the claims or the specification intends to represent a "nonexclusive or".

Claims

1. A method for data transmission, characterized in, comprising:

receiving a coded bit stream; and
mapping the coded bit stream to space streams.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

performing a cyclic shift operation on coded bits mapped to each space stream.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein:

a bit sequence  of each space stream is outputted after performing a cyclic shift operation on coded bits

 mapped to the space stream in each OFDM symbol, wherein, 

si represents a space stream index; 

Nscpsym represents the number of data subcarriers of each OFDM symbol;
Ncbpsc(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each subcarrier in the space stream; and
Nshift is a cyclic delay factor.

4. The method of claim 2, wherein, a bit sequence  of each space stream is output after performing a cyclic shift

operation on coded bits  mapped to the space stream in each OFDM symbol, wherein, r = [l + si · Ncbpsc (si)·

37]mod[Nscpsym · Ncbpsc (si)];

si represents a space stream index; 

Nscpsym represents the number of data subcarriers of each OFDM symbol;
Ncbpsc(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each subcarrier in the space stream.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein, a bit is allocated to the si th space stream according to the following operation: 
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si represents a space stream index, si = 0,1,2···Nss -1;

c represents the inputted coded bit stream;

 represents a transmitted bit at time l of the si th space stream outputted by the stream mapping;

 represents the number of parallel space streams when the i th bit is transmitted from the si th space stream;

l represents bit indexes of the bits  outputted after the stream mapping of the si th space stream, l =

0,1,2...Len_cb(si) - 1; 

Len_cb(si) represents the number of coded bits allocated to the space stream si, Len_cb(si) = Nsympss · Nscpsym ·
Ncbpsc(si);
Nsympss represents the number of OFDM symbols of each space stream;
Nscpsym represents the number of data subcarriers of each OFDM symbol;
Ncbpsc(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each subcarrier in the space stream;
Ncbpss(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each OFDM symbol in the si th space stream, Ncbpss(si)
= Nscpsym · Ncbpsc(si); and
non represents nonexistence of a bit.

6. The method of claim 5, further comprising:

dividing Len_cb(si) bits into Nsympss · Nscpsym allocation periods, wherein, in each allocation period: for EQM

modulation,  0 ≤ i, j < Len_cb(si)-1; and for UEQM modulation, a sequence of inputted bits

for the stream mapping are in a period of  and allocated sequentially among all space streams

bit by bit;
wherein, for one allocation period, when Ncbpsc(si) bits are allocated to the si th space stream, the si th space
stream quits subsequent stream mapping stages in the current allocation period; and
in the next bit sequence period, the allocation process of the previous bit sequence period is repeated.

7. The method of claim 5, wherein the algorithm of calculating  is as follows:

(si) the coded bit stream is divided into  allocation periods

by taking the number  of coded bits corresponding to one subcarrier of each OFDM symbol

as the allocation period; bit-by-bit subcarrier allocation is performed in each allocation period successively; the
number of parallel space streams when the jth bit is allocated to the sith space stream in the first allocation

~
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period is defined as  and each space stream can be allocated with at most Ncbpsc(si) bits; then,

the number of parallel space streams  when the ith bit is allocated to the sith space stream is obtained

according to a formula  wherein,

Ncbpss(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each OFDM symbol in the si th space stream, Ncbpss(si)
= Nscpsym · Ncbpsc(si);
Ncbpsc(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each subcarrier in the si th space stream;
Nsympss represents the number of OFDM symbols of each space stream;
Nscpsym represents the number of data subcarriers of each OFDM symbol;

by taking the first allocation period as an example, the method for calculating  is as follows:

first of all, an allocation stage number P is calculated according to the overall number of space streams Nss

and a modulation order S of each space stream, wherein the number of space streams and bit occurrences
are different from an allocation stage to another allocation stage, specifically as follows:

 S represents a set of modulation bit numbers of each space stream, 

a set A = unique(S) is calculated; wherein unique represents a set of numbers of different elements contained
in the set S ;
a set B = sort(A) is calculated; wherein sort represents sorting the elements of the set A from small to large;
the allocation stage number is calculated as P = length(B); and each element in the set B represents the
minimum modulation order of a stage for the element correspondingly;
then, the bit occurrence in each allocation stage is calculated, specifically as follows:

the occurrence of the p th stage is calculated as C(p) = B(p) - B(p-1); wherein, when p =0 at the 0th
stage, then B(-1)=0, i.e., C(0)=B(0);

the number of parallel space streams  of each stage is determined in sequence according

to the above allocation stage number p calculated; then, the allocation stage for the jth bit allocated to
each stream is determined, specifically as follows:

first of all, the number of parallel space streams  in the stage p=0 is determined,

then, the bit range of the stage p=0 is calculated as [0, K(0)], wherein, K(0) = C(0)-1, and if j belongs
to this range, it is regarded that j belongs to the 0th stage;

the number of parallel space streams  of the stage p=1 can be likewise

determined;
then, the bit range of the 1st stage is calculated as [K(0)+1,K(1)], wherein, K(1) = K(0) + C(1); the bit
range of each subsequent stage is likewise calculated in sequence; in conclusion, the allocation stage
for the jth bit is determined according to a formula p = g(j), 
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then,  is obtained according to a formula 

8. The method of claim 1, wherein, for the si th space stream, the coded bit stream is mapped to the space streams
according to the following operation: 

I represents a set of subscripts of the inputted coded stream;
k represents an index order of an inputted coded bit stream ck before stream mapping;
Ωsi represents a set of bit indexes k of the original coded bit stream corresponding to the bits of the si th space
stream after stream mapping, wherein elements in the set Ωsi are calculated by the following formula: 

wherein, 

si represents a space stream index, si = 0,1,2···Nss -1;

~
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k represents an index order of the inputted coded bit stream ck before stream mapping;  represents

the number of parallel space streams when the i th bit is transmitted from the si th space stream;

 represents the number of parallel space streams when the j th bit is allocated to the sith space

stream in the first allocation period, and at most Ncbpsc(si) bits can be allocated to each space stream;

Ncbpss(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each OFDM symbol in the si th space stream; 

Ncbpsc(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each subcarrier in the si th space stream;
Nscpsym represents the number of data subcarriers of each OFDM symbol; and
Nsympss represents the number of OFDM symbols of each space stream.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein, the algorithm of calculating  is as follows:

the coded bit stream is divided into  allocation periods by

taking the number  of coded bits corresponding to one subcarrier of each OFDM symbol as

the allocation period; bit-by-bit subcarrier allocation is performed in each allocation period successively; the
number of parallel space streams when the jth bit is allocated to the sith space stream in the first allocation

period is defined as  and each space stream can be allocated with at most Ncbpsc(si) bits; then,

the number of parallel space streams  when the ith bit is allocated to the sith space stream is obtained

according to a formula  wherein,

Ncbpss(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each OFDM symbol in the si th space stream, Ncbpss(si)
= Nscpsym · Ncbpsc(si);
Ncbpsc(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each subcarrier in the si th space stream;
Nsympss represents the number of OFDM symbols of each space stream;
Nscpsym represents the number of data subcarriers of each OFDM symbol;

by taking the first allocation period as an example, the method for calculating  is as follows:

first of all, an allocation stage number P is calculated according to the overall number of space streams Nss
and a modulation order S of each space stream, wherein the number of space streams and bit occurrences
are different from an allocation stage to another allocation stage, specifically as follows:

 S represents a set of modulation bit numbers of each space stream, 

~
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a set A = unique(S) is calculated; wherein unique represents a set of numbers of different elements contained
in the set S ;
a set B = sort(A) is calculated; wherein sort represents sorting the elements of the set A from small to large;
the allocation stage number is calculated as P = length(B); and each element in the set B represents the
minimum modulation order of a stage for the element correspondingly;
then, the bit occurrence in each allocation stage is calculated, specifically as follows:

the occurrence of the p th stage is calculated as C(p) = B(p) - B(p-1); wherein, when p =0 at the 0th
stage, then B(-1)=0, i.e., C(0)=B(0);

the number of parallel space streams  of each stage is determined in sequence according

to the above allocation stage number P calculated; then, the allocation stage for the jth bit allocated to
each stream is determined, specifically as follows:

first of all, the number of parallel space streams  in the stage p=0 is determined, 

then, the bit range of the stage p=0 is calculated as [0, K(0)], wherein, K(0) = C(0)-1, and if j belongs to this
range, it is regarded that j belongs to the 0th stage;

the number of parallel space streams  of the stage p=1 can be likewise

determined;
then, the bit range of the 1st stage is calculated as [K(0)+1,K(1)], wherein, K(1) = K(0) + C(1); the bit range
of each subsequent stage is likewise calculated in sequence; in conclusion, the allocation stage for the jth
bit is determined according to a formula p = g(j), wherein, 

then,  is obtained according to a formula 

10. The method of claim 1, wherein, the coded bit stream is mapped to the space streams bit by bit.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein, bits with a coding constraint relation in the coded bit stream are mapped to the
space streams.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein, the coded bits with a coding constraint relation in the coded bit stream are
sequentially allocated one by one to bit allocatable space streams.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein, the coded bit stream is a convolutional coded bit stream, or an LDPC coded bit stream.

14. The method of claim 1, wherein, the coded bit stream is subjected to rate matching.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein, the coded bit stream is subjected to rate matching based on a convolutional code
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of a code rate 5/8.

16. The method of claim 15, wherein, a convolutional code of a code rate 1/2 is transformed to be of a code rate 5/8
through puncturing.

17. The method of claim 16, wherein, the puncturing is implemented by deleting any location corresponding to an

element 0 and reserving any location corresponding to an element 1 based on  or 

18. An apparatus for realizing stream mapping, characterized in, comprising:

a receiving module, configured for receiving a coded bit stream; and
a mapping module, configured for mapping the coded bit stream to space streams.

19. The apparatus of claim 18, further comprising:

a cyclic shift module, configured for performing a cyclic shift operation on coded bits mapped to each space
stream.

20. The apparatus of claim 19, wherein, the cyclic shift module outputs a bit sequence  of each space stream after

performing a cyclic shift operation on coded bits  mapped to the space stream in each OFDM symbol, wherein, 

si represents a space stream index; 

Nscpsym represents the number of data subcarriers of each OFDM symbol;
Ncbpsc(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each subcarrier in the sith space stream; and
Nshift represents a cyclic delay factor.

21. The apparatus of claim 19, wherein, the cyclic shift module outputs a bit sequence  of each space stream after

performing a cyclic shift operation on coded bits  mapped to the space stream in each OFDM symbol, wherein, 

si represents a space stream index; 

Nscpsym represents the number of data subcarriers of each OFDM symbol; and
Ncbpsc(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each subcarrier in the sith space stream.

22. The apparatus of any one of claim 18, wherein, the mapping module allocates a bit to the ith space stream as follows: 
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wherein,
si represents a space stream index, si = 0,1,2···Nss -1;

c represents the inputted coded bit stream;

 represents a transmitted bit at time l of the si th space stream output by the stream mapping; 

 represents the number of parallel space streams when the i th bit is transmitted from the si th space stream;

l represents bit indexes of the bits  outputted after the stream mapping of the si th space stream, l =

0,1,2...Len_cb(si)-1;
Len_cb(si) represents the number of coded bits allocated to the space stream, Len_cb(si) = Nsympss · Nscpsym ·

Ncbpsc(si);

Nsympss represents the number of OFDM symbols of each space stream;

Nscpsym represents the number of data subcarriers of each OFDM symbol;

NcbpscNcbpsc(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each subcarrier in the sith space stream;

Ncbpss(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each OFDM symbol in the si th space stream, Ncbpss (si)

= Nscpsym · Ncbpsc(si);

non represents nonexistence of a bit.

23. The apparatus of claim 22, further comprising:

dividing Len_cb(si) bits into Nsympss · Nscpsym allocation periods, wherein, in each allocation period: for EQM

modulation,  0 ≤ i, j < Len_cb(si)-1; and for UEQM modulation, a sequence of inputted bits

for the stream mapping are in a period of  and allocated sequentially among all space streams

bit by bit;
for one allocation period, when Ncbpsc(si) bits are allocated to the sith space stream, the ith space stream quits
the subsequent stream mapping stages in the current period; and
in the next bit sequence period, the allocation process of the previous bit sequence period is repeated.

24. The apparatus of claim 23, the algorithm of calculating  is as follows:

the coded bit stream is divided into  allocation periods by

~
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taking the number  of coded bits corresponding to one subcarrier of each OFDM symbol as

the allocation period; bit-by-bit subcarrier allocation is performed in each allocation period successively; the
number of parallel space streams when the j th bit is allocated to the sith space stream in the first allocation

period is defined as  and at most Ncbpsc(si) bits can be allocated to each space stream; then, the

number of parallel space streams  when the ith bit is allocated to the si th space stream is obtained

according to a formula 

wherein,
Ncbpss(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each OFDM symbol in the si th space stream, Ncbpss
(si) = Nscpsym · Ncbpsc(si);
Ncbpsc(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each subcarrier in the si th space stream;
Nsympss represents the number of OFDM symbols of each space stream;
Nss represents the number of parallel space streams;
Nscpsym represents the number of data subcarriers;

by taking the first allocation period as an example, the method for calculating  is as follows:

first of all, an allocation stage number p is calculated according to the overall number of space streams Nss
and a modulation order S of each space stream, wherein the number of space streams and bit occurrences
are different from an allocation stage to another allocation stage, specifically as follows:

 S represents a set of modulation bit numbers of each space stream, 

a set A = unique(S) is calculated; wherein unique represents a set of numbers of different elements contained
in the set S ;
a set B = sort(A) is calculated; wherein sort represents sorting the elements of the set A from small to large;
the allocation stage number is calculated as P = length(B); and each element in the set B represents the
minimum modulation order of a stage for the element correspondingly;
then, the bit occurrence in each allocation stage is calculated, specifically as follows:

the occurrence of the p th stage is calculated as C(p) = B(p) - B(p-1); wherein, when p =0 at the 0th
stage, then B(-1)=0, i.e., C(0)=B(0);

the number of parallel space streams  of each stage is determined in sequence according

to the above allocation stage number P calculated; then, the allocation stage for the jth bit allocated to
each stream is determined, specifically as follows:

first of all, the number of parallel space streams  in the stage p=0 is determined,

then, the bit range of the stage p=0 is calculated as [0, K(0)], wherein, K(0) = C(0)-1, and if j belongs to this
range, it is regarded that j belongs to the 0th stage;

the number of parallel space streams  of the stage p=1 can be likewise

determined;
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then, the bit range of the 1st stage is calculated as [K(0)+1,K(1)], wherein, K(1) = K(0) + C(1); the bit range
of each subsequent stage is likewise calculated in sequence; in conclusion, the allocation stage for the jth
bit is determined according to a formula p = g(j),
wherein, 

then,  is obtained according to a formula 

25. The apparatus of claim 18, wherein, for the si th space stream, the coded bit stream is mapped to the space streams
according to the following operation: 

I represents a set of subscripts of the inputted coded stream;
k represents an index order of an inputted coded bit stream ck before stream mapping;
Ωsi represents a set of bit indexes k of the original coded bit stream corresponding to the bits of the si th space
stream after stream mapping; wherein elements in the set Ωsi are calculated by the following formula:

wherein, 

~
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si represents a space stream index, si = 0,1,2···Nss -1;
k represents an index order of the inputted coded bit stream ck before stream mapping;
Nss represents the number of parallel space streams;

 represents the number of parallel space streams when the i th bit is transmitted from the si th space

stream;

 represents the number of parallel space streams when the j th bit is allocated to the sith space

stream in the first allocation period, and at most Ncbpsc(si) bits can be allocated to each space stream;

Ncbpss(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each OFDM symbol in the si th space stream; 

Ncbpsc (si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each subcarrier in the si th space stream;
Nscpsym represents the number of subcarriers of each OFDM symbol; and
Nsympss represents the number of OFDM symbols of each space stream.

26. The apparatus of claim 25, wherein, the algorithm of calculating  is as follows:

(si)

the coded bit stream is divided into  allocation periods by

taking the number  of coded bits corresponding to one subcarrier of each OFDM symbol as

the allocation period; bit-by-bit subcarrier allocation is performed in each allocation period successively; the
number of parallel space streams when the jth bit is allocated to the sith space stream in the first allocation

period is defined as  and each space stream can be allocated with at most Ncbpsc(si) bits; then,

the number of parallel space streams  when the ith bit is allocated to the sith space stream is obtained

according to a formula  wherein,

Ncbpss(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each OFDM symbol in the si th space stream, Ncbpss
(si) = Nscpsym · Ncbpsc(si);
Ncbpsc(si) represents the number of coded bits carried by each subcarrier in the si th space stream;
Nsympss represents the number of OFDM symbols of each space stream;

~
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Nss represents the number of parallel space streams;
Nscpsym represents the number of data subcarriers;

by taking the first allocation period as an example, the method for calculating  is as follows:

first of all, an allocation stage number P is calculated according to the overall number of space streams Nss
and a modulation order S of each space stream, wherein the number of space streams and bit occurrences
are different from an allocation stage to another allocation stage, specifically as follows:

 S represents a set of modulation bit numbers of each space stream, S =

{Ncbpsc(0), Ncbpsc(1), Ncbpsc(2),..., Ncbpsc(Nss-1)} ;

a set A = unique(S) is calculated; wherein unique represents a set of numbers of different elements contained
in the set S ;
a set B = sort(A) is calculated; wherein sort represents sorting the elements of the set A from small to large;
the allocation stage number is calculated as P = length(B); and each element in the set B represents the
minimum modulation order of a stage for the element correspondingly;
then, the bit occurrence in each allocation stage is calculated, specifically as follows:

the occurrence of the p th stage is calculated as C(p) = B(p) - B(p-1); wherein, when p =0 at the 0th
stage, then B(-1)=0, i.e., C(0)=B(0);

the number of parallel space streams  of each stage is determined in sequence according

to the above allocation stage number P calculated; then, the allocation stage for the jth bit allocated to
each stream is determined, specifically as follows:

first of all, the number of parallel space streams  in the stage p=0 is determined,

then, the bit range of the stage p=0 is calculated as [0,K(0)], wherein, K(0) = C(0)-1, and if j belongs
to this range, it is regarded that j belongs to the 0th stage;

the number of parallel space streams  of the stage p=1 can be

likewise determined;
then, the bit range of the 1st stage is calculated as [K(0)+1,K(1)], wherein, K(1) = K(0) + C(1); the
bit range of each subsequent stage is likewise calculated in sequence; in conclusion, the allocation
stage for the jth bit is determined according to a formula p = g(j), wherein, 

then,  is obtained according to a formula 

27. The apparatus of claim 18, wherein, the coded bit stream is mapped to the space streams bit by bit.

28. The apparatus of claim 18, wherein, the mapping module is adapted to map coded bits with a coding constraint
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relation in the coded bit stream to the space streams.

29. The apparatus of claim 28, wherein, the mapping module is adapted to allocate sequentially the bits with a coding
constraint relation in the bit stream one by one to bit allocatable space streams.

30. The apparatus of claim 18, wherein, the coded bit stream is a convolutional coded bit stream, or an LDPC coded
bit stream.

31. The apparatus of claim 18, wherein, the coded bit stream is subjected to rate matching.

32. An apparatus for realizing rate matching, wherein, rate matching is performed with a convolutional code of a code
rate 5/8, and the apparatus comprises:

a first module, configured for receiving a convolutional code; and
a second module, configured for transforming a convolutional code of a code rate 1/2 to be of a code rate 5/8
through puncturing.

33. The apparatus of claim 32, wherein, the puncturing is implemented by deleting any location corresponding to an

element 0 and reserving any location corresponding to an element 1 based on  or 

34. A transmitter, characterized in, comprising:

a scrambling unit, configured for scrambling an inputted data bit stream;
a channel coding unit, configured for coding the scrambled data bit stream;
a rate matching unit, configured for performing rate matching on the coded bit stream;
a stream mapping unit, configured for mapping the coded bit stream subjected to the rate matching to the space
streams; and
an interleaving unit, configured for performing an interleaving operation on each space stream respectively.

35. The transmitter of claim 34, wherein, the stream mapping unit is further adapted to perform a cyclic shift operation
on coded bits mapped to each space stream.

36. The transmitter of claim 35, wherein, the stream mapping unit comprises the receiving module, the mapping module
and the cyclic shift module of claim 19.

37. The transmitter of claim 34, wherein, the stream mapping unit comprises the receiving module and the mapping
module of claim 18.

38. The transmitter of claim 34, wherein, the scrambling unit comprises a receiving module, a scrambling module and
an outputting module; wherein:

the scrambling module is configured for scrambling a data bit sequence [b0b1···bLen_bit-1] by a scrambling se-
quence which is a binary sequence [s0s1 ···sLen_bit-1] outputted by a maximum length linear feedback shift
register with a generator polynomial 1 + X11 + X15, specifically, an Exclusive-OR operation is performed on the
data bit sequence and the scrambling sequence according to the following formula bit by bit to obtain a scrambled
bit sequence [b0b1 ··· bLen_bit-1], 

39. The transmitter of claim 34, wherein, the channel coding unit performs convolutional coding or LDPC code coding
on the inputted bit stream.

40. The transmitter of claim 34, wherein, the rate matching unit performs the rate matching based on a convolutional
code of a code rate 5/8, and comprises the first module and the second module of claim 32.

~ ~ ~
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